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Conversational Implicature in Stand-up Comedies
Tatsuroh  YAMAZAKI
Abstract 
This paper investigates plays on words involving conversational implica-
tures or hidden meanings in short stand-up comedies by a Japanese duo. It is
observed that regular patterns of wording exist in such conversational
exchanges which cause the audience to laugh. Those patterns are typically
composed of three parts: subtext, punch line and follow-up, and they appear in
that order. Each part is allotted a particular function: the subtext carries an
implicature, the punch line reveals it to make the audience laugh and the fol-
low-up explains or summarizes the punch line. The duo induces the audience’s
laughter by intentionally betraying or flouting people’s natural assumption or
implicature resulting from the conversational flow. Such violations and varieties
of irregularities can be explained using H.P. Grice’s theory of the cooperative
principle and maxims of conversation. Various violations are successfully ana-
lyzed in terms of Quantity, Quality, Relation, Manner, or the multiple effects of
these using Grice’s framework of conversational maxims.
This paper will examine the pragmatic effects of conversational implica-
ture (i.e., what is implicated in conversational exchanges) in Japanese-style
stand-up comedies, mainly using the philosopher H.P. Grice’s theory of conver-
sational implicature (Grice 1975, 1978, 1981). He set up a category which he
called non-conventional implicature, which reflects a speaker’s meaning and
produce a non-natural meaning (i.e., meaning
NN
) in conversation. Conventional
implicature, on the other hand, is composed of “non-truth-conditional infer-
ences that are not derived from superordinate pragmatic principles like the
maxims, but are simply attached by convention to particular lexical items or
expressions (Levinson 1983: 127).” For example, the sentence, “Tom is actually
clever” could imply that “it is hard to believe, but ….” The relation between the
two implicatures may be roughly illustrated as follows.
conventional natural meaning 
what is implicated
(implicature) conversational non-natural meaning 
(non-conventional) (meaning
NN
)
Figure 
Conversations have their own rules and maxims for participants to follow.
If a conversational exchange is not straightforward, it may be because an impli-
cature is needed to understand the exchange. Observe the following dialog:
(The wife is busy cooking and then the doorbell rings.) 
Wife: Could you answer the door?
Husband: I’m taking a shower!
The husband is not answering his wife’s question directly, but what he
says communicates and the conversation makes a perfect sense. Why? It is
because the wife can understand what is implied or suggested by her husband,
“I can’t answer the door,” due to the reason he described. In other words, a con-
versational implicature was interpreted by her in order to figure out what he
meant. Thus, implicatures function as a bridge to connect what is actually
uttered and what is implicated in the utterance.
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1. Grice’s theory and implicatures
In daily conversation people unconsciously abide by some rules and max-
ims. Grice formulates the following Cooperative Principle and nine subdivided
maxims of conversation under four categories: Quantity, Quality, Relation and
Manner (1975:45). He believes when conversations go on smoothly, the
Cooperative Principle and the associated maxims function well. 
The Cooperative Principle:
Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage
at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk
exchange in which you are engaged.
The maxims of conversation:
QUANTITY 
(i) Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the cur-
rent purposes of the exchange). 
(ii) Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.
QUALITY : Try to make your contribution one that is true.
(i) Do not say what you believe to be false.
(ii) Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.
RELATION : Be relevant.
MANNER : Be perspicuous.
(i) Avoid obscurity of expression. 
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(ii) Avoid ambiguity. 
(iii) Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity). 
(iv) Be orderly.
To sum up, participants of conversation are believed to comply with the rules or
maxims above: they are expected to speak sincerely, relevantly, and perspicu-
ously while giving the appropriate amount of information. Grice states that the
maxim of Quality has to be assumed as the most important; “other maxims
come into operation only on the assumption that this maxim of Quality is satis-
fied (Grice 1975: 46).” He also mentions that there are all sorts of other maxims
(social, aesthetic, etc.), such as politeness (e.g., tact, generosity, modesty max-
ims; see also Leech 2003). 
As mentioned above (see Figure) Grice also realizes the existence of con-
versational implicatures, which produce meaning
NN
in communication and he
formalizes their existence it as follows (Grice 1957: 385):
‘A meant
NN
something by x’ is (roughly) equivalent to ‘A intended the
utterance of x to produce some effect in an audience by means of the
recognition of this intention.’
He believes that the existence of implicature cannot be ignored if one is to
understand hidden meanings implied by participants of conversation.
Grice’s theory of implicature is generally replaced by the Relevance
Theory advocated by Sperber and Wilson (1986, Wilson and Sperber ((1993))
in which a relevance is believed to be a function of cognitive/contextual effects
and processing effort (Grundy ((2000)), Cummings ((2005)), Huang ((2007))).
Although their theory is simpler and applicable to more domains of cognition,
Grice’s categorization of maxims of implicature serves our current study better
because his maxims conveniently provide what kind of violations are involved
in certain conversational exchanges.  
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2. Stand-up comedy in Japan 
Stand-up comedy is one of the common styles of comedy performed on
the stage where a comedian talks directly to the audience by cracking jokes
and telling funny stories. Some Japanese stand-up comedians follow this kind of
performing style, but more frequently the performance is put on by two people,
which is called manzai. Manzai is a form of a short comedy performed on the
stage where a duo tells funny stories occasionally accompanied by comical
actions. They usually do not interact with the audience directly and the duo’s
roles in their performance are traditionally fixed. One plays the role of the
‘funny man/woman’ dubbed boke and the other man/woman the ‘straight
man/woman’ called tsukkomi. In their story development of the Japanese-style
comical verbal exchanges the funny man/woman mainly makes jokes, say
something absurd and acts funny, while the straight man/woman corrects
his/her partner’s comments or actions. Manzai has become popular in recent
years all over the country, especially among young people. TV stations often
broadcast competitions of the Japanese-style short comedies, and one of the
most authoritative competitions is called ‘M1 Grand Prix.’ 
This paper uses short comical discourse pieces by a duo called Sandwich
Man (grammatically, Sandwich Men), who won the championship of the ‘M1
Grand Prix’ in 2007. Their performance is characterized by the use of puns and
pragmatic techniques, including implicatures. 
3. Examples of conversational implicatures in stand-up comedies 
Let us examine some examples of dialogs where various violations of con-
versational implicatures are involved. Observe the dialog (text 1) below in the
English translation followed by the original Japanese.
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S = straight man
F = funny man
Numbers before the alphabet = turn of utterance
[Comment in square brackets] = supplementary translation added by 
this author
Title: Râmen (= Chinese noodles)
Roles: S = Mikio  F = Mikio’s girlfriend, Tomiko
Setting: At a restaurant
〈Translated version〉
1S: Tomiko. We are hungry, aren’t we? What would you like to eat? 
2F: I’ll have the same with you, Mikio. 〈SUBTEXT〉
3S: The same with me? I see. This restaurant serves good ramens.
You want ramen, too. (To a server) Excuse me! Two ramens, please!
4F: Same here! (Audience laughs) 〈PUNCH LINE〉
5S: [Then,] we’ll wind up with four bowls of them! 〈FOLLOW-UP〉
〈Original〉
1S: Yâ, Tomiko. Onaka suita ne. Dô suru? Nani taberu? 
2F: Atashi, Mikio to issho de î yo. 〈SUBTEXT〉
3S: Issho de î no ka. Kono mise wa râmen ga umai-n da.
Râmen de î na?  (To a server) Suimasen! Râmen futatsu!
4F: Atashi mo sore de! (Audience laughs) 〈PUNCH LINE〉
5S: Yottsu kichau ze! 〈FOLLOW-UP〉
In line 2F the woman indicates that she wants to order the same food as
her boyfriend does. Since this is a very common phrase, nobody in the audi-
ence suspects that a ‘subtext’ is hidden in this line. A ‘subtext’ is an expression
Text 1
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(i.e., word, phrase, sentence, etc.) which carries a conversational implicature or
hidden meaning. In 3S the man indicates that he is going to have ramen. After
he makes sure that his girlfriend also wants ramen, he calls a server and orders
two bowls of ramen. The audience doesn’t notice anything funny or strange
about this dialog at this point, because they naturally assume ‘two ramens’
means one for each customer. 
Then what happened in line 4F is that Tomiko unnecessarily repeats the
order at this point, making it sound like she wants two more bowls of ramen.
This untimely statement by the woman functions as the punch line and is a vio-
lation of Grice’s Maxim of Manner (iv) (i.e., Be orderly). In other words, she
purposely violated the conversational turn-taking, making the audience laugh. 
The reason for this funny result lies in the conversational implicature in line 2F.
In this line the expression ‘the same with you’ can be ambiguous, which is
inherently related to Grice’s maxim of Manner (i) (i.e., Avoid obscurity of
expression), although people would generally assume that what the woman
intended to convey is, “I’d like the same one-portion of the order as you will
have.” 
The woman also flouts the maxim of Quantity (i) (i.e., Make your contri-
bution as informative as is required) in 2F. She does not provide enough infor-
mation for us to judge what she specifically wants to order or how much of it
she needs. 
It is hard to imagine this kind of conversational mistake ever happening in
real life, but the humor in this punch line results from the betrayal of the audi-
ence’s expectation. Everyone in the audience supposes that the order was com-
pleted with the utterance in line 3S, judging from their shared knowledge. 
The Relevance Theory by Sperber and Wilson (1986) would also explain
that the speaker’s utterance in 4F would never happen at this timing in the real
world. Their claim is something to the effect that the most accessible or plausi-
ble interpretation is the most relevant and that making an unnecessary, extra
effort to come to a conclusion is unwarranted. 
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As is shown above, this comedy duo’s technique is composed of three
parts: the subtext, the punch line and the follow-up. The subtext carries an
implicature, the punch line reveals it to make the audience laugh and the fol-
low-up explains or summarizes the punch line.
Let us examine a similar example next. 
Title: Speech practice 
Setting: F is practicing his speech for his friends’ wedding ceremony and S is lis-
tening to it.
〈Translated version〉
1F: Satoru-kun, Yukari-san, congratulations on your wedding. If I use both of
your formal names in my speech, I’m afraid it may spoil my speech. So, will
it be all right to call you in the informal way as usual?
2S: That’s a good idea. That way, you’ll be more relaxed. 
3F: Satoru and Anpanman (= a cartoon character whose head is a sweet roll) !
(Audience laughs) 〈SUBTEXT〉
4S: What kind of face does Yukari have?
5F: Congratulations on your wedding. 
6S: Are both of her cheeks red like Anpanman’s? (Pointing at his cheeks) Here?
[Is that why she is called Anpanman?]
7F: Her head is partly bitten! [That’s why she is called Anpanman.]
(Audience laughs) 〈PUNCH LINE〉
8S: Her head is bitten? That’s how she got her nickname? That’s crazy!
〈FOLLOW-UP〉
〈Original〉
1F: Satoru kun, Yukari san. Kekkon omedetô gozaimasu. Narenai yobikata dato
Spîchi ga umaku iki sôni nai node, itsumo no yobikata de yonde mo îka na?
Text 2
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2S: Aa, sonohô ga raku dakara î yo ne.
3F: Satoru, soshite Anpanman! (Audience laughs) 〈SUBTEXT〉
4S: Donna kao shite-n da?
5F: Kekkon omedetô! 
6S: Ê, nani, nani, akaku natte-n no?  (Pointing at his cheeks) Koko?
7F: Chotto kajirareteru no! (Audience laughs) 〈PUNCH LINE〉
8S: Kajirareteru no? Socchi kara kite-n no? Anpanman. Okashî daro, omae! 
〈FOLLOW-UP〉
In line 3F the bride is called an unusual, funny nickname (i.e., a boy car-
toon character’s name) for a woman. This word actually functions as the sub-
text of this conversational exchange. The audience does not notice the exis-
tence of the subtext, (and, therefore, the conversational implicature) at the
point when it is uttered in the conversation. 
In 6S the speaker guesses why the bride is called such a funny name by
pointing out one of the most distinctive characteristics of Anpanman’s face: red
cheeks. Of course, S’s question represents the curiosity of the audience, who
probably shares the same assumption about the origin of her nickname.
Then in punch line 7F the speaker reveals the unexpected reason (i.e.,
her head is partly bitten) for the nickname (i.e., flouting Grice’s maxim of
Relation), which causes laughter among the audience. The audience naturally
assumed that the bride has such a nickname because she looks like the cartoon
character (i.e., more relevant reason) rather than any other imaginable reason.
The audience’s expectation, however, was completely upset by this punch line.
The reason is that the audience is far less familiar with Anpanman’s head occa-
sionally being bitten than his having red cheeks. Of course, the audience
knows that 7F’s comment about the bride’s head is a mere lie. Finally, in 8S the
straight man double-checks the reason for the laughter on behalf of the audi-
ence (i.e., follow-up). 
In this example also, the subtext 3F violates Grice’s two maxims Manner
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(i) and Quantity (i). In other words, to discover the reason why the bride is
called such a nickname, giving the manga character’s name alone is not only
obscure but provides little information. 
If you examine this same text carefully, it carries another set of interac-
tions which involves a conversational implicature. In 1F the speaker asks for
permission to call the couple by their more familiar names. The audience natu-
rally expects to hear their first names without the formal honorific suffixes,
such as -kun or -san, or their likely nicknames. In 3F the speaker calls the
groom by his first name without -kun as expected, but then he called the bride
an unexpected name, Anpanman. 
According to Grice’s maxims of conversation, this subtext (i.e.,
Anpanman)  apparently violates the maxim of Quality (i) (i.e., Do not say what
you believe to be false) because any one can tell that the bride is not the car-
toon character in real life. The speaker, however, flouts the maxim intentionally
using the metaphoric expression. As Huang says the speaker “is doing so in
order to convey some extra message, which is in keeping with the co-operative
principle at some deeper level (2007:29).’ In this particular example, the speak-
er’s intention is to show his closeness to the bride. 
Let us look at the following conversation which involves another type of
violation of Grice’s maxim.
Title: At a gas station
Roles: S = customer  F = attendant 
Setting: The customer became a little irritated while he and the attendant were
having a conversation.
〈Translated version〉
1F: …Then, have you driven a military tank?
2S: No. If I had, so what? Are you trying to talk about a suicide attack in a
Text 3
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war again? 〈SUBTEXT〉
3F: (Ignoring the customer’s question, he went to the side of the car.)
The tank is filled up! 〈PUNCH LINE〉
4S: Hey, you! Listen to me!（Audience laughs） 〈FOLLOW-UP〉
〈Original〉
1F:… ja, sensha notta koto arimasu ka?
2S: Nai yo! Dattara nan na-n da? Mata tokkô no hanashi ka? 〈SUBTEXT〉
3F: (Ignoring the customer’s question he went to the side of the car)
Regyurâ mantan hairimashita. 〈PUNCH LINE〉
4S: Na, kike yo! Hito no hanashi o kike yo, Omae!（Audience laughs）〈FOLLOW-UP〉
There is apparently no coherent association between the last question of
2S and the statement of 3F (i.e., between a talk about war and filling up the cus-
tomer’s car tank). This verbal exchange can be explained as a violation of
Grice’s Maxim of Relation. An ordinary dialog would have a conversational
implicature to fill the gap in such an exchange, as seen in the ‘doorbell and
shower’ example at the beginning of this paper. In the current dialog, however,
the service attendant in 3F purposely ignored the customer’s question by opt-
ing out of the conversation. As a result, the customer naturally became angry
and screamed at him (see 4S), which caused a roar of laughter among the audi-
ence. 
The audience, however, could have laughed at the punch line when the
situation was made clear. Somehow, it did not happen there, but they laughed
immediately after the customer’s (i.e., the straight man’s) follow-up comments.
Line 4S clearly shows that if the audience is not sure whether a particular
exchange is meant to be funny, it is the straight man’s role to inform the audi-
ence of the reason why it is funny. 
We have seen four types of violations of Grice’s maxims centering around
the subtext so far. Next, let us examine an example where there is no clear indi-
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cation of the subtext. 
Title: Pizza delivery
Roles: S = customer  F = deliveryman 
Setting: After the irritated customer had been quarreling for a while with the pizza
deliveryman
〈Translated version〉
1S: Come on! Give me the pizza!
2F: (In a loud voice) Here I am! [I’m from] ‘Piza Hattori’! 〈PUNCH LINE〉
3S: Why do you have to say that now? (Audience laughs)
You delivered a pizza, so I know you’re the pizza man.〈FOLLOW-UP〉
〈Original〉
1S: Piza yokose, hayaku!
2F: (In a loud voice) Omatase shimashita, Piza Hattori desu! 〈PUNCH LINE〉
3S: Nande ima yutta-n da yo! (Audience laughs)   
Moratte-n da yo! Wakatte-n daro. 〈FOLLOW-UP〉
This conversation is an example of a violation of Grice’s maxim of Manner
(iv) (i.e., Be orderly), which leads the audience to laugh. The two people have
been talking, knowing each other’s identity. In line 2F the pizza deliverer, how-
ever, suddenly identified himself, saying that he is a pizza man. This is not a
timely comment and he should have said it as soon as the customer opened the
door. It is interesting that this comment is so unexpected that the audience
wondered what happened for a moment and missed their time to laugh. A
moment later they realized what had happened after hearing the follow-up
remarks by the surprised customer in 3S. This is another example which indi-
cates that it is the straight man’s role to explain the situation and why it is
Text 4
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funny. 
This conversation seems to lack a clear subtext, but the audience
knows the setting of the dialog in which the two people already know each
other. In other words, this subtext is nonverbally set (i.e., ‘nonverbal subtext’)
where the sudden introduction by the pizza man is not timely and, therefore, is
funny. 
Similar examples are shown below. 
Title: A survey
Roles: S = man   F = man taking a survey 
Setting: A man is sitting on a bench in a park and another man taking a survey
approaches him. 
〈Translated version〉
1F: Sorry to interrupt your jogging. （Audience laughs）〈PUNCH LINE〉
2S: Can’t you see? I am not jogging. I am just sitting. 〈FOLLOW-UP〉
〈Original〉
1F: Jogingu chû suimasen. （Audience laughs） 〈PUNCH LINE〉
2S: Shitenai yo. Tada suwatteru dake ja nai ka. 〈FOLLOW-UP〉
In line 1F the survey man suddenly began to talk to the man sitting on a
bench, claiming he was sorry for bothering him while he was exercising. It is
visually obvious to the audience that the man in the park is just sitting, doing
nothing. This contradiction is the cause of laughter among the audience. This
exchange also lacks an overt subtext, just as the previous example (i.e., nonver-
bal subtext). The audience, however, knows the setting or where the dialog is
taking place. The surveyor’s remark purposely flouts Grice’s maxim of Quality
(i) (i.e., Do not say what you believe to be false). In other words, the audience’s
Text 5
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presumption about the conversational implicature was completely upset. 
Even a funnier punch line is possible as is seen in the next similar opening
of a conversation.
Title: Police questioning 
Roles: S = man   F = policeman 
Setting: A policeman is patrolling and has called a man passing by.
〈Translated version〉
1F: Sorry to interrupt your dieting. （Audience laughs）〈PUNCH LINE〉
2S: Can’t you see? I am not on a diet. I am just walking.〈FOLLOW-UP〉
〈Original〉
1F: A, kimi! Daietto chû chotto î ka na. （Audience laughs） 〈PUNCH LINE〉
2S: Shitenai yo, betsuni. Tada aruiteru dake ja nai ka. 〈FOLLOW-UP〉
This opening line is almost identical to that of text 5 except the word ‘diet-
ing’ is used instead of ‘jogging.’ It is easier to detect if one is jogging (i.e.,
action) than dieting (i.e., state). In other words, the former clearly entails a con-
crete move, while the latter is a more abstract condition. This is the reason why
the opening of text 6 sounds funnier. Thus, the policeman’s address intentional-
ly flouts Grice’s maxim of Quality (ii) (i.e., Do not say that for which you lack
adequate evidence). 
Finally, let us deal with a more complicated case where conversational
implicatures are betrayed twice in a row. 
Title: Fan letter 
Roles: S = male TV personality   F = female fan 
Text 7
Text 6
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Setting: A TV personality is reading a fan letter a girl sent.
〈Translated version〉
1F: (Accompanied by the action of writing a letter) I am good at cooking. [For
example,] Sole meunière, white meat fish meunière, and …pancakes.
〈SUBTEXT〉
2S: (Quickly) Pancakes? Girls like pancakes.
3F: …meunière. (Audience laughs) 〈PUNCH LINE〉
4S: ‘Pancake meunière?’ [What on earth is it?]  Would you fry pancakes
coated with more flour? 〈FOLLOW-UP〉
〈Original〉
1F: Watashi wa ryôri ga tokui desu. Shitabirame no munieru, shiromi-zakana no munieru.
Ato wa, …hotto kêki. 〈SUBTEXT〉
2S: A, hotto kêki? Onna-no-korashî ja-n.
3F:…no munieru, nado ga tokui desu.  (Audience laughs) 〈PUNCH LINE〉
4S: ‘Hotto kêki no munieru’ tte, omae, komugiko ni komugiko ja nai ka.
〈FOLLOW-UP〉
Conversational implicatures occur twice one after another, and are
betrayed each time. First, an implicature took place in line 1F when the speaker
started naming the dishes she is good at cooking: two kinds of meunière. Then
the third meunière dish was expected or implicated. But this implicature turned
out to be wrong when the speaker continued by saying ‘pancakes,’ and opted
out of the pattern. 
Secondly, in 3F, however, the situation suddenly is reversed and the origi-
nal implicature is realized. The audience’s new assumption (i.e., there will be no
meunière to be referred to) is betrayed. Of course, the dish called ‘pancake
meunière’ does not exist in reality; it was made up and used as a play on words.
As a result, this subtext turns out to be a violation of Grice’s maxim of Quantity
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(i) (i.e., Make your contribution as informative as is required). 
There are two performing techniques to note about this subtext. First, it
is definitely necessary to refer to two (or more than two) meunière dishes in
order to evoke the audience’s expectation about another possible meunière
dish. Secondly, the last word of the subtext in the original Japanese transcript,
hotto kêki, should not be followed by no or ‘of’ in line 1F. Adding no here would
mean the sentence has not been completed and more will follow, which would
spoil the punch line of this verbal interaction.
4. Concluding remarks
The following points were made and illustrated about the conversational
implicatures used by a Japanese stand-up comedy duo as performance tech-
niques.
・H.P. Grice’s theory of conversational implicature (i.e., Cooperative Principle
and nine maxims of conversation under four categories: Quantity, Quality,
Relation and Manner) can nicely explain some techniques of verbal
exchanges in  Japanese-style stand-up comedies. 
・Intentional flouting (or violation) of conversational implicatures makes the
verbal exchanges funny, and more than one violation can be applied (e.g.,
Quantity and Manner) at the same time. 
・The structure which involves conversational implicatures is basically com-
posed of  three parts: subtext, punch line and follow-up, and they appear in
that order.
・The subtext is set up with the audience unaware, and the punch line reveals
the implicature of the subtext. Then the follow-up explains or summarizes the
punch line.
・The subtext is usually set up verbally by the funny man and occasionally by
the straight man, but there are also cases where it is situationally, therefore,
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non-verbally set up (for ‘nonverbal subtext,’ see texts 4, 5 and 6).
・The subtext carries a conversational implicature, and the audience chooses
the most accessible or plausible interpretation to understand it (cf. Relevance
Theory by Sperber and Wilson 1986). 
・The punch line is always uttered by the funny man, and the follow-up is usual-
ly performed by the straight man.
・The subtext is mostly not meant to be funny (see text 1 for an exception).
・If the audience is not able to understand the punch line, it is the straight
man’s role to clarify the humor in the follow-up (see texts 3 and 4).
To sum up the pragmatic points of each dialog discussed so far, we illus-
trate them in a shorthand style.
〈ST〉=  SUBTEXT
〈PL〉=  PUNCH LINE  
〈FU〉=  FOLLOW-UP 
Text 1
2F: I’ll have the same with you. 〈ST〉Implicature
3S: Two ramens, please!
4F: Same here! 〈PL〉flouting MANNER (iv)
5S: We’ll wind up with four! 〈FU〉
Text 2
1F: … will it be all right to call you 
in the informal way? 〈ST1〉Implicature 
3F: … Anpanman! 〈PL1〉flouting QUALITY (i) 
〈ST2〉Implicature 
4S: What kind of face does Yukari have? 〈FU1〉
7F: Her head is partly bitten! 〈PL2〉flouting RELATION 
8S: Her head is bitten? 〈FU2〉
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Text 3
2S: …talk about a suicide attack…? 〈ST〉Implicature
3F: The tank is filled up! 〈PL〉flouting RELATION 
4S: Listen to me! 〈FU〉
Text 4
Setting 〈ST〉Implicature
2F: Here I am! [I’m from] ‘Piza Hattori’! 〈PL〉flouting MANNER (iv)
3S: Why do you have to say that now! 〈FU〉
Text 5
Setting 〈ST〉Implicature
1F: Sorry to interrupt your jogging. 〈PL〉flouting QUALITY (i)
2S: I am just sitting. 〈FU〉
Text 6
Setting 〈ST〉Implicature
1F: Sorry to interrupt your dieting. 〈PL〉flouting QUALITY (ii)
2S: I am just walking. 〈FU〉
Text 7
1F: … Sole meunière, white meat fish meunière, 〈ST1〉Implicature 
and …pancakes. 〈ST2〉Implicature  
2S: Pancakes? Girls like pancakes.
3F: …meunière. 〈PL〉flouting QUANTITY (i)
4S: ‘Pancake meunière?’ 〈FU〉
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